IN THE SHOW

DELVING IN

A DEEPER DIVE

'Curator Wanda Locke suggests that the

Questions to
consider:

Do you connect these artworks to other

'Made by Hand' exhibit can be likened to a
cabinet of curiosities...can you see any
evidence that might indicate this?
'Artisan’ is defined only as someone who makes
things with his or her hands. That's all. Therefore, by
that definition, pretty much all artists are artisans.
However, not all artisans are ‘artists’... ‘An artist’ is a
person who performs any of the creative arts. This
can range from painting

artists' work?

Look for a piece that speaks
to you.

Why?

Colour?

Explore

Is it the form?

Craftsmanship?

Does it make you wonder or

www.ponderosaguild.org

feel uncomfortable?
Artist: Rose Braun

Why is this wedding

Who do they remind you of?

Turiya the Fourth Ceramic Studio

made of paper? .Wait...it

has writing on it...what does it say?
What does the chock(her) do to you? Might
someone have a visceral response?

Could

Reflect
How has this exhibition changed you or your

to music. An artisan, on

there be an intended message?

point of view, what curiosities could you

the other hand, is a

Is the bicycle basket evoke any response in

investigate?

skilled worker who makes

you, other than wondering if one would fit on
your bike?

things by hand’.

What do you imagine the intention

was in the weaving of the basket?

"I get quite immersed and forget about
what's going on around me. I can work
tirelessly for I can say up to 12 hours."

"I don't really like to be labelled as
either (an artisan or an artist). I
don't feel we need labels. I just
absolutely love it!"
Robin Scott

Patty Leinemann

Diane Gossens Mid Reno Blues,
Felt Collective

Questions to consider:

Given the definitions of Artist and Artisan,
look for pieces of work that you consider
made by an artist/artisan.

What guides you?

What are the differences and likenesses?
What are you used to seeing in public
galleries?

Why or why not?

Artists: Patty Leinemann: Chok(her)
sublimation print, mixed media
Eric Patrick

Untitled

clay

2020

Kerry MacLoed: Wedding Bells

Artist: Karey Caravan The Rat King,

mixed media

paper, ink, mixed media

GALLERY
HAPPENINGS

Existential Cafe | Feb 7
Discuss with the artists that which they
have 'Made by Hand'.

Explore with them

just where they sit on the artist/artisan
divide - or not.

Events by zoom Jan/Feb

Slow Looking | Feb 4
Zoom into one of this exhibits artworks!

Sunday Morning Studio:
Felting J a n 1 7 , Collage J a n
Ceramics F e b 1 4 , 2 0 2 1

31,

Friday Art Practice

Hunt!
In the exhibit locate these pieces.

Questions:
Who are the artists?
'mediums'?

made
MADEby
BY

| Jan 29 | Feb 12

What are the

Can you imagine how they

are made? Were tools used?

Bring your practice into our zoom community!

"I identify as an artisan. I'm not trying
to convey a message. A simple curve is
a beautiful thing."
John Leinemann

hand

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS
LAKECOUNTRYARTGALLERY.CA

In what way are some different/same?

MEMBERS SHOW
JAN 10TH TO FEB 21ST 2021

FURTHER INFORMATION &
RESOURCES
To

accompany

this

exhibition

there

HAND

JAN 9- FEB 20, 2011

are

a

number of resources including lesson plans, a
video

of

artists.

the

exhibition

featuring

five

of

the

See link below for details.

LAKECOUNTRYARTGALLERY.CA/RESOURCES
Lake

Country

Public

Art

Gallery

is

situated

on

the

traditional unceded territory of the Okanagan Sylix
Peoples, as guests on this land we are grateful to be
creating and presenting art here.

LAKECOUNTRYARTGALLERY.CA

THANK YOU FOR VISITING

DELVE IN
GALLERY GUIDE

